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The VF VENTURE FOUNDRY is a
new venture studio backed by the

power of VF. We work with
fearlessly curious entrepreneurs
and founders hungry to build the
future. Our resources, capabilities

and tools provide unique
advantages to founders eager to

ignite change.
 

 THE SPARK is a monthly
newsletter from the VF Venture

Foundry highlighting newsworthy
examples of innovation, stories
from entrepreneurs, and new 

 projects coming out of VF Venture
Foundry  

WHO WE ARE



REWILDING

NEED FOR NATURE
A walk in the park, or even
just looking out a window at
some trees, decreases blood
pressure, stress hormones
and symptoms of anxiety and
depression.

Learn more.

DEPRESSION
AND
DISASTER
As climate
disasters worsen,
so will mental
health
repercussions.  

Learn more

LEARNING TO LISTEN
TO WILD SOUNDS
Premier American
nature writer David
Haskell believes that
one of the most
important things we
can do to heal the
earth is remember how
to listen.  

Learn more

https://www.washingtonpost.com/magazine/2020/12/28/isolation-pandemic-caused-her-form-new-intense-relationship-nature-she-was-hardly-alone/
https://www.inverse.com/science/depression-risk-increases-after-natural-disasters-study
https://www.outsideonline.com/podcast/nature-sounds-david-haskell/


PERSONAL PEAK

A WANDERING MIND
Mind-wandering is essential to creativity
and problem-solving. Because mind-
wandering promotes creativity, it can also
have a positive effect on mood. 
Learn more

LAB GROWN LONGEVITY 
By engineering and experimenting on lab-
grown human muscle tissue, researchers
recently discovered exercising muscles
have an innate ability to block certain pro-
inflammatory cytokines that cause
damage related to chronic inflammation. 

Learn more

MUSIC AND
EXERCISE
Listening to music
during a run may
actually boost
performance and trick
the brain into thinking
the workout isn’t as
strenuous, according
to a recent study
published in the
Journal of Human
Sport and Exercise. 

Learn more

https://variety.com/t/universal-music-group/
https://variety.com/t/universal-music-group/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/wellness/2022/04/04/do-nothing-mind-wander-how/
https://www.inverse.com/mind-body/exercise-combats-chronic-inflammation-muscle-study
https://www.inverse.com/mind-body/why-music-gives-you-chills
https://rua.ua.es/dspace/bitstream/10045/113523/1/JHSE_17-4_InPress_16.pdf
https://www.inverse.com/mind-body/mental-fatigue-exercise-trick


TEEN MENTAL HEALTH
CRISIS
Depression, self-harm and
suicide are rising among
American adolescents. 

Learn more

MENTAL RESET
BUILDING A MENTAL GYM
Practicing mindfulness repeatedly can
builds up strength and resilience, but
even practicing in the moment can
metaphorically ‘pump’ our muscles and
give us a boost of calm.

Learn more 

VIDEO GAME THERAPY
A new video game called Neurogrow is
designed to target and enhance the
functioning of neural circuitry. Their hope
is that an aging brain, when exposed to the
program, would eventually respond better
to medication like anti-depressants.

Learn more

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/04/23/health/mental-health-crisis-teens.html?searchResultPosition=1
https://www.inverse.com/mind-body/managing-stress-anxiety
https://www.inverse.com/mind-body/managing-stress-anxiety
https://www.npr.org/2022/04/15/1092804764/video-games-developed-to-treat-cognitive-disorders


WELLNESS EXPERT SPOTLIGHT

PARIS ALEXANDRA

First, if you could introduce yourself, your role and
your most memorable wellness moment.

My name is Paris Alexandra. I am a Creative Wellness
Practitioner & Co-Founder of BK Yoga Club.We are the
first Black-owned body positive yoga studio in the
country. Our vision is really about redefining what
wellness looks like by unapologetically representing
Black, Brown, and larger bodies within the wellness
space. It's really shifting the cultural narrative in wellness.
I believe that everyone gets to create what wellness is for
them and their journey. And for me, one of the ways I
found my wellness moment was when I realized that I
could be my fullest self and show up as who I am
unapologetically, even in moments when I don't feel like
I was the "perfect" wellness person and that is still okay.
So, for me wellness is those moments of realizing and
affirming that simply because I exist, I am worthy. I am
worthy of the spaces I am in, of reclaiming my wellness
narrative and of creating spaces for others to do the same. 

What experiences drew you two into the wellness
and fitness space?

I have been practicing yoga for over 16 years. I have a
dance, running, cycling, and weight-lifting
background. My wellness practice started with walking
with my mom to the grocery store. We would walk 2-3
miles and eventually the walking became a meditation
for me. As I got older walking became a therapeutic
practice for me. Then that transitioned into running,
cycling, and dancing. I was super drawn to yoga and
eventually started volunteering at this yoga studio in
exchange for yoga classes. Yoga was really a way to
connect with my body and start that journey of
practicing self-acceptance. Along my journey yoga has
been a way for me to creatively connect with others in
the community. 

What is BK Yoga Club? What inspired the idea?
Can you talk about the process of creating BK
Yoga Club and the need it fulfills in the wellness
industry?

VF Venture Foundry met
with the founder of BK

Yoga Club, the first
Black-women-owned,

body positive yoga
studio in the U.S., to

learn about their
wellness perspective.

https://www.bkyogaclub.com/


WELLNESS EXPERT SPOTLIGHT
I have a background in community organizing, event
curation, and program development. For over 15 years I
have organized poetry/music events with the purpose of
bringing people together to tell their stories and see their
reflections in each other. Starting BK Yoga Club was a
natural transition into the wellness space. It was about
bringing my full self and my life experience to that space
while also creating a context for people to share the
fullness of who they are. My business partner, Alicia
Ferguson, focuses more on branding & marketing while I
focused on the language & creating a context for people
to grow & flow together. 

How has BK Yoga Club progressed?

Starting BK Yoga club happened very rapidly. But we
realized, okay, we're self-funded we don’t have any
investments except for social capital from our
communities. And we were like, okay, we need to raise
money, because we were paying out of pocket for a lot of
these things. We also wanted to create an additional
platform, the first body positive yoga app. So we decided
we needed to raise 30K and we decided to do this in 30
days. And we hit our goal! All of it was small
contributions from our community, $10-$20-$30 that
really added up. The community really supported us.
With the money we raised, we began filming in January
& February. In March COVID happened and apart of
those funds supported us in sustaining ourselves . Since
the beginning our community has supported and held us
up. 

What are the biggest lessons learned from creating a
business?

I would say that this idea of creating something from
nothing is actually not. My business partner was a CMO
of marketing for a multi-million-dollar company so she
was thinking about brands and how to create consistency
with our brand in a very different way than I was
thinking about it. For me, I brought my experience in
education, creative writing, arts, and program
development. With both of our world’s combined, we
created BK Yoga Club. One of the biggest lessons I take
away is don't wait for perfection to start, just begin &
allow yourself to learn along the way. 

What services does BK Yoga Club have? How has
BK Yoga club evolved or changed since its
creation?

We offer yoga, meditation, & creative wellness
workshops. We have yoga classes on demand and in
person. In 2021 we expanded into a wellness themed
cafe where we offer community events, book clubs,
workshops, & retail. Creativity and wellness is integrated
in all that we do. 

What are you most excited for recently at BK Yoga
Club? Any new events or offerings?

I’m really excited about some of the upcoming
experiential events that we’re having. The opportunity
to have more workshops and conversations about
meditation and wellness, bio-individuality, and just
creating more of a communal conversation around
things that make people feel seen and heard.  So that is
the most exciting and then if the weather is nice we can
go outside and practice yoga together and, afterwards,
can have a cup of coffee. Last year was challenging
because we were just coming out of building the space
during covid but it feels like, hopefully, this will be our
first summer that feels good. Most of all I'm super
excited to continue connecting with people in the
community. 



VF Venture Foundry is sponsoring the 2022
Conscious Entrepreneur Summit taking place
May 17th and 18th.   The Denver-based event
brings together ambitious entrepreneurs for
two full days of personal growth training,
lectures, and workshops.  The event aims to
equip entrepreneurs with the resilience and
leadership needed to scale their companies to
success.  There will be over a dozen amazing
speakers (Srikumar Rao, Kaley Klemp, Jerry
Colonna, Rob Dube, and more) who will share
their wisdom to help entrepreneurs become
more inspired, purposeful and resilient
leaders. Think of the Conscious Entrepreneur
Summit as two days of content geared toward
helping you get to the next level of personal
and professional success. 

WHAT'S NEW

CONSCIOUS ENTREPRENEUR SUMMIT

https://consciousentrepreneur.us/2022summit/


THANK YOU

Have ideas that might align
with our work? Contact
VentureFoundry@vfc.com
and tell us all about it!


